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Students urged to vote
By MICHELE HAULTER
TJ news editor
With the 1980 f»'i elections
to be held Wednesday, Bill
Cauthen, SGA president, said he
>iopis more students wiil turn
out to vote than in past fall
elections.
"This year it seems that
more people arc interested in
SGA because the response we've
had from tho5e who have signed
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Tfcs iViy student participa- election: are very important
tion has been better this yew, because they give the students a
but there is still the question of chance tc re'ee their opinion."
In previous years, the elec- whether or not enough day
tion hasn't dravn as many students are running for office,
Seven sites have been estabCauthen said. The day student lished around the campus to give
voters as the spring election.
population is represented by 26 all Winthrop students a chance
to rote. Students at Wofford,
This year's election 'lias been senators.
"The main thing is to get Richardson, Thomson, Phelps
running vary smoothly, and
involved;
voice
your
opinion
and
Lee Wicker can vote at their
we're really looking forward to
dorms.
working with a bright, eager and vote," he said.
Kathy Covington, SGA vice
Students at Bancroft, Margroup of senators who are willpresident, agreed saying, "Senate garet Nance and McLaurin can
ing to work hard," he said.
up to run has been great,"
Cauthen said.

WINTHROP COLLEGE, ROCK HILL, S. C.

vote at Bancroft. Day students,
Winthrop Ix>dge residents and
those in the apartments can
vote at Dinkins.
A book with each candidate's
application will be placed at
every voting location for studect
reference. Voters wED be given
a ballot with the candidate's
names and a cciTesponding number. Hie student will then mark
the candidate's number on a
computer card.
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worker gives officers more time to patrol
By T7M HARTIS
TJ editor

But the 20-yearold junior
transit student holds an important position with campus secuLeroy Spears doesnt wear a rity, a position that began just
uniform or carry a gun. He can't over a week ago.
write a ticket or arrest a student.
A forrestry major at CSem-

son University, Spears works
Monday through Friday from 9
p.m. to 1 a jn. securing buildings
around campus. He is responsible to see that the campus
buildings' lights are out, people
are out and doors are locked on
wee knights.
The purpose of the newly
created position is to let "the
public safety officers be free to
do their patrolling," Security
Chief Wil'iams said.
"We'd talked about it (the
program) with Mr. Drennan
several times, and the funds
were made available this school
year," he said. "We're trying to
offer the Winthrop family all
the security we possibly can for
the dollar." The 1980-81 budget
for the progwm is $4,000.
Spears who is at WC just for
the semester, said he worked on
security at Clemson the past
spring and summer. When he
went to get his parking sticker
at the Winthrop security office,
he mentioned his experience to
Chief Williams, who was looking
to begin a project.
"We are very encouraged at
bis progress," Williams said,
adding that he hopes to hire
another part-tirr.e student to
the staff in a couple of weeks.
Chief Williams said there was
no doubt that the program will
be a success "i? I can get the
right two youngsters."
"Right now we're really
impressed " He added that there
Is potential for further expansion of the program if things
work smoothly ."
"I eventually hope to work
students into ticket writing,"

On the inside
Where do College Store
profits go?.
Me page 4.
Campus parking should be
no problem
.jee pegs 6.
McLaurin-old building with
a new life-sea page 11.

Leroy Spears checks a door at Peabody Gym. He started working witn security just over a week ago. (TJ photo by Tim Hartte)

Atheistic department's 'igot
It all together"
- me psgo 13.

he ssid. "After the semester, ness in the building, we're not
well just have to sit down and going to interfer," Williams said,
weigh what we've got."
The security has three students who work in the office
registering cars, collecting fir.es
and answering the telephone.
Clemson University's student
security has two divisions,
Spears said. There are 12 students who secure buildings and
18 students who direct traffic
and write tickets. There are four
rounds at Clemson compared to
Winthrop's one.
"At Clemson, the program is
successful," said Spears. Students have helped to cut theft in
buildings and increase safety at
unlighted spots on campus.
Chief Williams said the student will be in contact with the
public safety officers by radio,
in case he runs into any uncooperating people.
"But if the student has bustChief Wffitems of Security

Free counselling service
By LORI RIDGE
TJ managing editor
Winthrop students have a
(dace to voice their frustrations
and keep them confidential.
The Winthrop College Counselling Center, located upstairs in
Crawford, is designed to help
students find solutions to any
kind of problem, personal,
academic, or otherwise. And the
service is free, says Bill Wells,
director.
Student response to (he
counselling service has increased
each year since the center was
established in 1973, Wells said.
The center employs two
doctorial psychologists (Wells
and Gary Kannenburg), one
graduate assistant and one fulltime secretary.
Winthrop's Counselling Center was established upon recommendation of a committee of
students. Not only does it counsel students individually, it also,
holds workshops and administers

educational proficiency exams
such as CLEP and die National
Association of Teachers (NAT)
exam, Weils said. „
Workshops are held when
enough students show an interest, Wells said. The ursi workshop this semester begins Sept.
23 and will deal with stress and
anxiety factors and how to
handle them, he said.
The Counselling Center staff
is open to suggestions as to what
kind of workshops students
would like to attend. "We can
hold workshops of just about
any kind," Wells said, "if we
know that enough students
would be interested." Hie axe
of a workshop averages 10-12
people, he said.
H e center is open fcori
8:30 ajn.-5 pjn. Monday Sou
Friday, but Us staff is on caE
24 hours a day. Students who
would like to sign up for workshops, individual counselling, or
educational exams should call
ext. 2233.
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News briefs
Give-away drawing held
The College Store textbook Glve-A-Way drawing was held
Friday, Sept. 5, at 4:30 pjn. at the College Book Store,
with the assistance of Jeff Mann, dean of students.
The three students who woii the drawing were: Marie Youngblood, John Littlejohn,and Connie Welch. According to the rules
of the drawing, the students whose names were picked had to
verify their accounts with a cash receipt and a class schedule to
be refunded up to $100 for their textbooks.
Every fall semester a project of this type is put on for the
benefit of the students, said Bert Price, manager of the College
Store.

Omega Psi Phi to hold disco
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity will holt*, its first annual "Bare-AsYou-Dare Disco" at the Shack Saturday, Sept. 20, from 9 to
12:30 pan., Hay Feaster,president, said.
"We usually plan something special for students around this
time of the year to make students feel welcome," Feaster said.
Admission will be $150 WCID, and the chapter will perform a
step show as a half-time exhibition.

Teachers program to be held
A Speech and Hearing Screening for students planning to enter
the Teachers Planning Program will be held Sept. 22-26 and from
Sept. 29-Oct. 3 in Johnson Hali, Monday through Friday from 10
ajn.-12 noon and from 2 4 pjn., according to Dr. Anne E. Beard,
associate professor of communications.
Students will be evaluated through the us<; of a puretone
audiometer. Voice articulation and fluency will also be evaluated.
Those who fail will be given a full evaluation at a later date. The
screening will be open to all students.

International Club to meet

Horst named assistant provost
(PAO)-An assistant professor ofGerman who has been with Winthrop College for 19 years has
been named assistant to the pro-,
vest of the college.
J. Donald Horst, 44, will
report to Provost Glenn G.
Thomas, the second officer and
chief academic official of the
college. Hoist will work closely
with the provost on a broad
range of special assignments, including assisting in academic
program coordination and evaluation.
For the past year, Horst has
been on special assignment with
the college as director of the
college's self-study effort for
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) accreditation purposes.
He joined the Winthrop
faculty to 1961 as a German
instructor, and in 1975 to 1977
he was an administrative intern
in the office of Winthrop President Charles B. Vail. In 1977 he
attained the rank of associate
professor.
He was co-director and chairman of the college's task force
seeking reaccreditation in 1978
from the National Council for
the Accreditation of Colleges of
Teacher Education (NCATE).
In 1973, Horst was elected
president of the South Carolina
Conference of Foreign Language
Teachers. Previously, he had
served as president-elect of that
organization. He has served also
on the Faculty Leadership Advisory Committee of the American Association for Higher Edu-

cation.
A native of Norbome, Mo.,
Horst was graduated with distinction from Mississippi College
in 1957. He cfimed a master's
degree" in 1963 from the University of Mississippi and a doctorate in 1974 from Vanaerbilt
University.
He is a member of the Rode

Hill Kiwanls Club and is on the
Board of Directors of the Rock
Hill Little Theatre.
He is married to the forms;
Linda Taylor of West Columbia. They live at 4580 Pennington Rd. in Rock Hill with their
children,
Kurt,
10, and
Gretchen,7.

TJ, the
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QUALITY BUSINESS
MACHINES & SUPPLIES, INC.
1019 Charlotte Avenue
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Save 10% 0i
{TYPEWRITER REPAIRS I CLEANING
with WC 1.0.
all makes
-ONE BLOCK FROM WINTHROP CAMPUS-

The Winthrop College International Club will hold its first
meeting of the semester Monday, Sept. 15, at 8 pjn. in the
bottom floor classroom of Dacus library, Haji Sebteahmedi,
president, said.
The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss the organization of weekly activities for the club, which now represents
students from 34 countries.
All Winthrop students are welcome to attend the meetings
and to participate in activities of the Winthrop International
Club, Sebteahmedi said.

TO SCHOOL s,.,

Alpha Kappa Psi initiating
Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business Fraternity will hold
its annual fall rush parties September 15 from 7 to 8:30 pjn.
and September 16, 8 to 9:30 pjn. in Iva B. Gibson Room. The
fraternity is open to any student who is at least a second semester freshman business major and has a 2.00 GPR or better.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

Poly Sigh Club to meet
The first meeting of the WC Political Science Club will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 17 at 4 pjn. in Dinkins Room 222. All
interested students, regardless of major, are invited to attend.
Plans for the national Presidential election and the annual Spring
Trip will be discussed. Fjr further information contact Cliff
Smith at 4415.

Phi Alpha Theta initiating
Phi Alpha Theta, the history honorary fraternity, will soon be
holding its fall initiation, Arnold Shankman, associate professor
of history said. To be eligible, students must have completed
12 semester hours of history with a 3.01 or better G.P.R., have
attained junior status, and have at least a 3.0 overall G.P.R.
Students do not have to major or minor in history. There
are different requirements for graduate students. Interested
students should stop by Dr. Shankman's office (200 Kinard)
and sign a form authorizing a check of their Winthrop transcript to verify eligibility.

20% off
on selected merchandise
Velour Pullover Sweaters SI 1.99
Jeans $8

Dresses $8

Wool Plaid Skirt Sets $15.99
'

Ba

ggy

Dr

e s s Pants $12.79

Western Shirts $8.99
1012 West Oakland Avenue
Vi Block From Winthrop Campus
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"Discounts For
Winthrop Students"

LAY AWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS

ROCK HILL STORE ONLY

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SPECIAL

Pioneer Project 80
30 watt 2 way speakers
-Great little speaker for
small areas

SONY AM/FM Receiver with
built in S-track tape recorder and
player and TECHNICS speakers.
Regular $599.00
With Student ID $386.00

Ccr start* bsfallitfei

Some Quantities Are Limited!
SCHOOL OF AUTOMOTIVE SOUND
-JENSEN 60 watt AM/FM cassette
player and booster with Dolby,
loudness, locking fast forward and
rewind
-2 JENSEN 100 watt 6 x 9 T r i a x II

for

-2 JENSSfl S~ wood 50 watt Co-?* 11
the hoot
-The best tow& ararfabfe fix your car
Repa&ar $599.00
withstudaasiID$549.66

Eaursoa AM/FM Elactroaic dlgffvl d»ci radio.
Alarm/Snooze oad Soaad. Rag. $2§-f5 M t $22.66

COMPLETE TECHNICS SYSTEM

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SPECIAL
-HITACHI-Complete system with
AM/FM Stereo radio
-Front loading cassette deck
play and record
-Fully automatic turntable with
diamond stylus
-2 way bass reflex speakers
-Top rated -Great sound for dorms
Regular $249.00
with student ID $186.66

-I mport t a r saeeM SANYO AM/FM
cassette piaya
-Small deaass, zig SKsnd
-2 JENSEJv dbai corse round speakers
B a p i a r $149.00
• t t s h t e D
$97.66

RCA Color TV. 13" screen.
White cabinet, great picture.
Regular $289.00
With Student ID $264.66

SCHOOL OF MUSIC SPECIAL
-SANYO Receiver 16 watts per
channel AM/FM tape outlet
-SANYO Belt Drive turntable
with diamond stylus
-Par AUDIOLAB 2 way speakers
-Speaker wire
Regular $695.95
with student ID $386.66

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Regular $11955
with student ID $69.66

•TECHNICS SUM U K B E S S " 25 WATT5
CV^rtNEL. D.C. A H W I f i B M S B O.OB% T.M.O. 20 TO
20.000 HZ. WITH J . I « . K S S S S METMING

CASSETTE DICK

•METAL TAPE COMPATIBLE
•D.C. GOVERNOR MOTOR
•DOLBY NOISE
Regular $14995
REDUCTION SYSTEM
With ID $126.66

•TECHNICS H * TUNS* WEMi DUAL-FUNCTION l.E.O.
DIAL POINTER
•TECHNICS BE.T ORIW M M M M E D . C SERVO WITH
CART.
•AUDIO LAB TO mm
3 W*r S « A t t * S
WITH I T WDOrE*
•TECHNICS 3 SHH* SUHMS M M HECOMJ STORAGE
COWvWmffiMT, 4255 M i C E OF COiWPU-TE SYSTEM

"'"^CMNHCK SVSHM Lias
T H A N % FWCE

STORE HOURS

FOR THOSE WHO QUALIFY.

BUY-NOW AND
SAVE - PAY LATER

TART'S
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

' — M O N . 12-9 P.M.
. - TUE. 12-9 P.M.
WED. CLOSED
THUR. 12-9 P.M.
FRIDAY if2-9 P.M.
SATURDAY 10-6 P.M.
.SVND AY-CLOSED

GUARANTEED
LOWE5T PtfCES

S496."
BEATY MALL
SWOPPING CENTER
324-4013
Hex! lo Wiathrop
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county voter registration office
for an absentee ballot. The
number to call in Rock Hill
for more information is 3288801.

to «ize die Presidency, in what
has been labeled a "none-of-theabove election year." I prefer
not to speculate the outcome or
endorse a candidate. Most students following the campaigns
already have a favorite. What I
would like to do is make sure we
college stuaents have a say in
who is our next President.

SEFTEffflHP '5"MBC

Where do store profits get?
In previous articles of this column we've found feat imCollege Store charges about 10 percent more for textoooteiaat
their new competition at the Beaty Mall. TJ has also diacawKi
and suggested pricing policies which wouid give students
in textbook costs at the store.

You still have a problem if
you are not registered to vote.
Even if you were registered
four years ago your name may
have 'been taken off the list if
you haven't voted in elections
in the past two years. There
isn't much time to correct the
situation. The last day to register is October 5th.
If you want your vote to be
counted, go home one weekend
before October 5th and register
to vote at your county voter
registration office. Then youH
have the right to complain if
your candidate loses.

One problem that restricted
student voters four years ago
when I was a freshman has been
solved-all of us have the opportunity to be at home on election day. We will be or. fall
break November 4th. If you
are registered in your home
county you will have no problem voting. If you have to be
elsewhere, you must apply at the

Some of the systems, designed to "provide bonks a t sajas®stantial savings to students," were used in previous yraas. at tat
College Store.
Two questions yet to be answered are: Where do profit ttxet
the present "publisher's list price" system go? and itee
profits used faidy to benefit all students?
The College Store "must break even or make j m a e t h n s f
Allan Brandon, comptroller, said. And "the monies do M j e
into the (college's) general fund," he said, correcting an asarbe:
statement made by Bert Price, College Store manager.
Since 1978, College Store profit has gone into a "Bsese
fund" set up by the Winthrop College Board of Trustees, abandon said. The Board decided to "earmark these monies £ormetr
scholarships," Brandon said.
State laws say that profits "from the operations ofsaaunens
and bookstores, may be retained at the institution and m e t ' . *
determined by the respective governing boards."
It seems fair (hat the Board would have control over l o t
college's general fUnds, as they do. The general funds •-vSfc ioGn
state taxes, so people from other parts of South Carolina,tae»sented on the Board, should have a say-so.

&mwwM

But the College Store profits are in a whole different la^wt
The money there comes straight from the students' pocseE-.ic
why don't students have more say as to where the money .goes'.
There is one student on the Board, our SGApresident.Weii
should truly feel overjoyed that we car, make a whoppmi; « »
eleventh of the decision as to where our money goes.
By College Store profits, we're not just talking about fihiejeB
feed either. By 1978, the store bad collected SIOOJJDD inpmGtBrandon said. The Board decided to let the state treasury j a m
the profit and send Winthrop the money made from i i » a w
ment. Kind of like opening a savings account and saying, "JaaL
me the profits."
During the 1978-79 school year, the store maik
$21,326, of which $20/100 was added to the fund. TSsesHsr.
school year, 1979-80, no profit was made.
As wf stated earlier, the decision for where the College StDR
profits go, by law, rests with the Board. It seems, thougc. taa:
this law, as with textbook prices and store policy, i p t c aw:
giving the students enough input into textbook usuet viiua
affect them at a firsthand level.
Why couldn't a separate board be set up - one whiefaghasrfas
students more input - to handle the College Stored "wpnsi
profits."
We would certainly hare less room to complain Hibe iocs:
had made a decision which was in fairness to aD stadeBi£.2lE?±
dldnt
College Store profits, from your and my pockets, ast ami x
fund merit scholarships. Dont get me wrong; m a l t ssaoiznmir
are great But I've never been awarded a single penny irntt am.
I Just dont make the grades. And I'm with a majority *f? ixti
studenU - students who all have to buy textbooks anyway.

Sahnsonian
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TJ letter policy
TJ welcomes letters to the
editor on any topic related to
Winthrop College.
All letters to the editor must
be signed by the author. We will:
omit the author's name upon
request.
Letters should be typed, if

j i m Hartis
Lori Ridge
Michele Haulter
Fran Stames
Gayla Young
Bob Ford
Bonnie Jardan
Terry Livingston
Ann Page Copley
Pam Johnson
Kelly Gordon
Ilobert 0. Bristow
Ruby Mdlwain, Robin Shaaly, Debbie Wails, Cynthia Dan nil,
,

• i * M . Box 8800 Winthrop College Station, Rock Hill, SC, 29733. Subscription rates
asemestsr. Advertising rates are available upon raquast.
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®5at iJiattwt Publications Building
possible, double spaceman ScJ ISSnr-fams: Tuas.
4 pjn.-9 pjn.
inch space line.
4pjn.-7 pjn.
Letters should be snbeffias
to Box 6800 or inairiji: at
TJ office in the GODE Stiii8a&- I
""'"j"'" 0.xpr8B8d j" editorials are those of the individual writers, and do not
Letters must be aseeraec ajy A r mammx* -amerme ziewiaf the administration, faculty, or student body as a whole.
pjn. Tuesday to appear a c i *
following week's
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The rise and fall of
the American dollar
By BOB FORD
TJ contributing editor
The American economy is
dying. Its sheer size, and government action, may prolong its
life. However, the breakdown
has begun, if gradually. Collapse
is
inevitable, the disease
terminal.
The disease, of course, is
inflation. It is here to stay. Even
when OPEC is not multiplying
the price of oil, even when crop
shortages are not sharply boosting food prices, even when short
supply and heavy speculation
are not fueling tremendous real
estate values, in short: even
when those areas of the economy prone to hyperinflation
are not hyper-inflating, the base
rate of inflation will hover
around 10%. It has spread into
every sector of the economy
like a malignant cancer. Without drastic changes in the economic system, perhaps even with
them, America will not be freed
from serious inflation. The economy will experience periods of
hyperinflation and deep recession. Such an unstable, uncontrollable situation c a n u t
continue indefinitely. Sooner or
later the bottom will fall out.
How in the hell did we get
into this situation?
The basic cause of inflation
is excess demand generated by
an expanding money supply. In
other words, it is triggered by
the continued printing of paper
money by the federal government and by the growing mountain of credit created by banks
and other financial institutions.
The best cure for inflation is
to control, and limit, growth in
the money supply.
To understand the development of inflation it is necessary
to trace the modern history of
the American monetary system.
This may seem a dull undertaking, but read on. The consequences of America's financial
failure will be far from dull.
The current system began
with passage of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913. Dollars which
had previously been backed by
gold were reduced to a 40%
gold backing. The Act also lowered bank reserve requirements

from 25% to 1 Wo for P e k i n g
and 5% for savings accounts,
Banks were able to loan more
money, which meant more profits.
By 1929 deposits had more
than doubled while bank reserves shrunk to 1.5%. Many
banks went under in the 1930%
because they were so overextended.
Roosevelt revolutionized American finance during the depths
of the Depression. By executive
order, he required all Americans
to turn their gold over to banks,
which then turned it over to
the government. The price of
gold was then increased from
$2050 to $35 an ounce. Congress passed a low prohibiting
citizens from exchanging dollars
fAr gold. Ouly foreign governmeats could do so. Since the
gold standard no longer limited
the printing of dollars federal
presses could roll unchecked,
devaluing the dollar in the process. These moves established
federal control over the money
supply. Roosevelt wanted to
start inflation to revitalize the
economy.

Richard Nixon officially devalued the dollar and ended al!
gold backing for American currency. He had to. Gold reserves were worth about 10%
of the dollars held overseas
(not counting the untold billions held by Americans!),
Nixon's move was an admission
of American bankruptcy,
Since 1971 inflation, interest
rates, federal deficit spending,
private credit, and precious metal values have all skyrocketed,
All the whOe, the printing presses have continued to roll,
The federal government is
hundreds of billions in debt,
adding another $60 billion this
year, in spite of the rape of poor
a„d middle class Americans by
i n c o m e taxes.
M o r e dangerous, however, is
severe overextension of
American banks. Third world
nations are fa danger of defaulting on $50 billion in loans,
n.nir estimates
Worid
another $50 billion is needed for
countries
to remain solthese
The banks can accept lasnat_
^ 350 billion or risk losing
twice that.
Americans, meanwhile, are
His plan succeeded, as every- hundreds of billions in debt,
one can attest.
Credit, after an, is the private
As World War n. ended, a sector's way of creating money
new international monetary sys- with no real backing. An ecotem was established, centered nomic panic which sends many
around the dollar. The Ameri- scurrying for their deposits or a
can economy was strong, and deep recession forcing many to
Europe and Japan hoarded default on their loans could
billions of dollars.
precipitate a severe banking
By the 1960's foreign gov- crisis. Added to this staggering
ernments held dollars far in ex- total is the a^paximatcly $200
cess of American gold reserves, billion in debts owed by credit
Yet they were powerless. If they card holders (Americans own
turned in .arge numbers of 30% of the world's credit
dollars for gold they would cards).
have forced a devaluation of the
j n summation: the governdoUar, thus devaluing their own m e n t > and its people, are in
reserves.
debt hundreds of billions of
In 1965 Congress abolished dollars; banks are extremely
gold reserve requirements for the overextended; the dollar is
dollar altogether. Finally, there w o r t h half its 1970 value; gold
was no limitation whatsoever on reserves are sorely depleted; the
the printing of dollars. Lyndon pri ce of gold has increased
Johnson replaced silver coins n P S l l y $2000% since 1965.
with slugs because the dollar
inflation is permanently emhad shrunk so much that the bedded m the economy. People
silver content in the coins ex- w i U borrow vast amounts to
ceeded their face value.
with it and their
ke€p
up
The death knell of the Am- borrowing will increase it still
erican monetary system was m o r e lightening credit suffisounded on 15 August 1971. cjently to dow inflation would
cause many to default en their
.
loans, probably triggering * de/jggpression.
To put it simply, America
is bankrupt. The printing of
paper money may disguise this
fact temporarily. However, when
^SlPgre--.
debt exceeds actual wealth by
too great a margin something
ySSffisfcmust bring the two back in
^SjpSak'
line. When that occurs the secT'SSBt:.
ond depression in this century
will occur.
I
-~
In the words of William Martin. Chairman of Sis Federal
Reserve Board during the
1950% and 19t-0's: "Hie O A
PiJr/
Central Bank alone cant protect the American economy
/
from
an economic collapse. I
believe well hare another depression within the next three
to five years."

wants to know
Should profits made at tiie
College Store be used to benefit
all students, or just those who
aw awarded merit scholarships?

"It should be for all students.
After all, it's their money.
Well... , half of it should go for
students who receive merit
scholarships and half of it should
go for those who dont."
Mary Bainette
Junior

"It should be used for all
rtudents. I think they should
reduce the prices of books aO
together. It's just extra money
going into someone else'*
pocket."
Ken Hucks
Sophomore

"The profits should go to ail
students, especially to out-ofstate students because they have
to pay higher tuition. Hie book
store switches books every other
year. Sometimes they switdi
during the middle of the semester and you have to buy another
$30.00 book. What the book
store is doing is doubling the
profits, so the profits should be
used for all students."
Tim Raxter
Junior

' 1 think all students should.
If we're paying for the books
and prices are so high, we should 1
see something come out of it."
Alicia Wilson
Sophomore

"I say all students. I dont
think It's fair just to pick out
one group. I think that everyone
! going to Winthrop College
• should be treated equally."
I
Marilyn Sharp
I
Freshman

riMflfl ~ llfsSI"
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Campus parking should be no problem
By ROBIN SHEALY
TJ news reporter
New figures for the number
of registered cars at Winthrop
College were released this week.
As of September 8, 1980,
there were 1,245 day students'
cars registered. Resident students were slightly higher with
1,324 cars. S/A (or apartment
students) cars numbered 128.
Employees, faculty, and staff
combined totaled 1053 registered automobiles. There v.ere
also eight cars of handicapped
students registered. The total of
equaled 3,758, while there
are still a number of cars (Mi
campus that have yet to be
registered.
Many students have complained that there are not
enough parking spaces available
on campus.
"The parking on campus is
terrible. There are just not
enough places," said Susan
Collins, a resident student from
Margaret Nance dorm. "Perhaps
ruling of/ the parking lot areas
would alleviate the way some
students park . . . using one and
a half spaces for one car!"
Gordon Bell, a day student
from the Rock Hill area, stated a
common complaint of some day
students. "I can never find a
parking place and Dinkins is too
far to walk from. I believe we
need more parking for day students."
There are about 800 space.,
behind the studeni center of
which only a few hundred are
ever used each day, Chief
Williams of the campus Security
Department, said-. He weni on to

TJ, the
students9
paper
LOST:
Clear plastic key chain with
leather string and word
"Wink" on it. 3 keys.

REWARD FOR
RETURN!

Call 323-3470 after 7 p jn.

Douglas Studio
Tatler Photographer
for 26 Years
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
Call for appointment
Phone 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

say that fta those areas behind
the dorms which seem congested, you must remember ihat
parking Is on -I Erst ccme, first
served bads.
From any end of campus to
the other, it is only an eight- to
ten-minute walk. At many larger
universities such as USC and
Clemson sometimes the walk
from parking space to class or
dorm can take as much ss thirty
minutes.
If a student chooses to park
anywhere he pleases, he should
be ready to accept a ticket or
worse yet a $6.00 tow fee
should his car be impounded,
Williams added.
Resident student Betsy Bums
summed up her feelings about
the parking situation at Winthrop. "Students should be
more considerate in their parking habits. It's the students who
are responsible for their fellow
students.''

tare complained that there are not enough parking
Dkkcaoa)

With the Increased enrollment many
spaces available on campus. (TJ photo by

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

JOIN IN

CROP

RISHER 3RABHAM
WESLEY FOUNDATION 327-5640
BOB P0RTERFIEL0
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
327-1149

CROP - IS PART OF A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION, CHURCH WORLD SERVICE, WHICH GIVES
ASSISTANCE TO OVER 40 NEEDY COUNTRIES, IMCLUDIN6 AREAS IN THE U.S.A.
CROP WALK - EVERY DAY MILLIONS OF HUNGRY PEOPLE WALK MILES FOR NECESSARY FOOD,
WATER & MEDICAL AID FOR THEMSELVES & THEIR FAMILIES. TO RAISE FUNDS
TO HELP HUNGRY PEOPLE WHLLE EXPERIENCING 181 SOME SMALL WAY THE DAILY
EXISTENCE OF MILLIONS OF THE WORLD'S PEOPLE, THAT'S WHY THOUSANDS
UPON THOUSANDS OF AMERICANS, YOUNG & OLD ALIKE, ARE JOINING IN CROP
HUNGER WALKS.

AT W| N T H ROP, YOU C A N . . .
1.

AS AN ORGANIZATION - DONATE $5.00 TO HELP SP0KS0R AN AD IN THE JOHNSONIAN
AND FOR WALK EXPBiSES.

2.

AS INDIVIDUALS - SUPPORT THE WALK & ENC0URASE OTHERS TO DO SO!!!
A)

GET SPONSORS - RELATIVES, FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS, BUSINESS ASSOCIATES,
ANYONE WHO WILL AGREE TO PAY ANY AMOUNT THEY WISH FOR EACH KILOMETER
WALKED. (10$, 15$, 25$, 50$, $1.00 etc. per kilometer)

B)

WALK!! - THIS IS A VISIELE WITNESS TO THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY THAT WE
CARE ABOUT HUNGRY PEOPLE.

C)

COLLECT THE PLEDGES!! - THAT'S THE MOST IW>0RTANT PART, BECAUSE THAT'S
WHAT WILL PUT THE MUSCLE INTO THE WAR GN HUMGER.

D)

GET YOUR ORGANIZATION TO SUPPORT THE WALK.

IMPORTANT:
- REGISTRATION. WILL BE AT DINKINS, BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 22.
- ALL WINTHROP PARTICIPANTS MUST PICK UP PLEDGE E3WEL0PES & NECESSARY INFORMATION.
- THE WALK BEGINS AT DINKINS STUDENT CENTER AT 2:30 P.M. ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5.
THE TOTAL WALK IS 10 KILOMLILRS! THIS YEAR'S SO*L IS TO RAISE $10,000.
MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO CROP.

HELP

S

TOP

HUNGER
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A NEW HAPPENING IN ROCK HILL!!

MONDAY - THURSDAY
IS

12:00 Noon til 8:00 p.m.

Back'toSchool hash
receives good response
By MICHBLE HAULTER
TJ news editor

The Bsck-to-School bash
"was our best bash ever from
the standpoint of student participation, behavior, and also the
weather," said Tom Webb,
director of Dinkins Student
Center.
"The students were great in
cooperating with the crowded
parking. This bash had one of
the largest attendance (figures),
an estimated 1,500 students
plus 150 guests," said Wehb.
"I've received no negative comments concerning the bash, and
I really appreciate Security's
help, especially with the parking."
There was only one fenderbender, which was quickly
straightened out, said Webb.
Dinkins provided a fun-bus,
hoping to eliminate some parking problems; however the number of cars still outnumbered
those at any other Wlnthrop
/
bash.
The large crowd enjoyed an
afternoon of listening to the
Rob Crosby Group, the featured
band at the bash.
"There was no other choice,
the Rob Crosby Group was the
one we wanted," said Maty
Pridgen, vice president of DSU.
Crosby, the group leader,
said, "1 was a little disappointed
in being unable to capture the
audience; however. It seem(ed)
a good turnout.
"We really snjoj ed playing at
ATS (last year), where we got a
lot of support," said Crosby.
"The people here are very
friendly and courteous, and
PIC-N-PA\~* we're always glad to come back
where the audience enjoys us."
Bi.VERAGE$jyp The new Rob Crosby Group
album is due out soon. It is to
irdude a variety of up-tempo

Draft Beer 10$

10 Oi.

I IIII l i m u V W
1158 CHEARY RD.

i i k i icoivnii.
"A

/VFV

EXP£RI£VCf I^nT£S,iAnnnt <

SAT-

itWJnm

S V M . - Wi'S Q0SPBL SHOW'
DELl-SAWDUICHES % SOFT DRINKS
OPEN BP.M;12P.M. THUR-SUNDAY

4905 CHERRY R<*D
57#^-

V

ACROSS FRoH.
NO ALCOHOLIC

^ BOTTLE P 4 i ^

material. "The new album
corresponds to the changes to
our band cnei the last year.
We've become more rockoriented "said Crosby.
DSU also sponsored a marked
ping-pong ball drop for cash
prizes.
"The ping-pong drop went
over really well," said Webb.
"The plane hit them right on
the head. There were about J 50
people trying to find the prized
balls"
Gerald McAfee won $50 and
Pam McGill won $20 from the
ping-pong drop. Several other
students received certificates
from A & C Station, OSullivan'.!, and DSU campus movie
passes.
"The focal point of our
sponsored activities," Webb said,
"was on the individual event
itself (not on the beer provided). Rules have been initiated
to protect the integrity of our
programs; for example, we don't
allow the individual to bring his
own cooler or beer because of
broken gass and pop tabs. Not
only were those hard to clean up
but also presented a safety
hazard."
Webb said, "We had a record
clean-up time of 45 minutes,
which beats the average 2V*
to 3-hour dean-up after sucfc
an event."
The shortened dean-op time
was due to the new foimat of
cups used. Instead of providing
plastic throw-away cups for
drinks, DSU sold 8-oz. souvenir
cups. "We had a good feed-back
from the students concerning
the cups," said Webb.
'Those who helped with the
bash were really fantastic,"
Sally Grice, DSU president,
said. "The reason the Dash went
so well was because of all those
hard-working people."

>

CHEESES
GOURMET & NATURAL
FOODS

WINES
IMPORTED & DOMESTIC
BEERS

RAY'S LIQUORS
700 E. LIBERTY ST.
YORK. S. C. 29745
684-2594

STUDENT SPECIAL

Discount on all purchases with student I.D.

SORORITIES, FRATERNITIES, CLUBS

\ >

ROCK

Iri-Store wine & cheese tastings twice each month.
NEXT TASTING: TUESDAY, SEPT. 16 8 P.M.
$3.00 per person - only $2.00 with WCID
RESERVATIONS BY PHONE
STILL & BOTTLE

^-Hwy. 161

Dunlap^ietfrolet

Bi-Co^hoggn^Center

-YORK

Approximately 1,500 Wlnthrop students attended the Back-toSchool bash Saturday afternoon at The Shack. Soft drinVs, beer
and entertainment was provided by Dinkins Student Union.
(TJ photo by Tim Hartte)
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Winthrop expects record enrollment
Student reaction to the housBy DEBBIE WELLS
ing problems has been mixed.
TJeews reporter
One
student, who asked to have
Winthrop's enrollment set a
record incline this fall semester, her name withheld said, "I canand second semester is expected not believe Winthrop had deto be a repeat of the first, dined so much. My mother had
Edward N. Knight, director of a great time here when it was a
small, women's college. If I had
Admissions, said.
'We hare already received Jmown Winthrop was like this, I
many applications for second never would have come here. I
semester. However, we have hate this sports stuff and the
dunged the way we accept crowded conditions. It's taking
students to Winthrop," Knight the place of valuable traditions."
Some students however,
said. "IVot only are students
accepted on ifceir SAT scores, enjoy the increase hi enrollb<& also n their rank in idgh ment. Pat Davis, a transfer
school. These two scores are student from North Greenville
averaged and if a prospective College, is pleased with the
student has an average of 1.6, current status of Winthrop. "I
love this school," said Davis.
then ttie student is accepted."
:
Knight stated that even Tm a social nut, anyway. The
though Winthrop's enrollment only thing I don't like is the
has inclined drastically, there are hall bathrooms. I'm going to
no further plans for Winthrop stay in Wofford, though. I just
becoming a university. "There's wish that I could see more of my
just more to it than adding roommate!"
students. It has to be passed
and approved by the South
Carolina State Legislature," said
Knight.
Large enrollment has net
hindered the student-professor
relationship, Knight added. "I
fed that the students have
always gone to the professor
for help. Winthrop does have
fine instructors who care about
the students. This is unique.
"If students do lose contact
with their professors, it is the
students' fault. The individual
student is responsible for seeking
out the instructor, and I dont
feel that larger enrollment would
cause a strain," Knight said.
"I do wish that we could have
more commuting students. Right
DOW we have enrolled about
half day students."
A iurvey was conducted last
year among freshman students
concerning the reasons they
chose Winthrop. The main
reasons were: reasonable cost,
highly notod academic programs,
and campus appearance. The
sortey also concluded that relatives had a lot to do with a
selection of a college, and regarded Winthrop CoDege degrees
high ra comparison to other
colleges and universities.
Dean Cynthia Cassens, Director of Housing, was optimistic
despite the inevitable housing
problems of second semester.
"We just finished housing the
women on our waiting list
yesterday," Dean Cassens said.
"However, we must inform
students who are wishing to live
on campus of our problem. Hie
only thing we can do is put
(hem on a waiting list."
Cassens stated thr.t the
Housing Office is currently,
wotting cm a survey which will
better enable them to determine what groups of students
stay on campus. "We may ask
local students to stay home their
first year or we may ask transfer
students to hold off for a
\inle. We may also have to
tefinquish the fraternity and
sorority rooms In Margaret
Nat-ee. They are leased for one
year, and the groups realize tL«y
may have to give them up for
ifw»» housing space. There are a
lot of possibilities. The survey
wffl help out tremendously. It
be oat before March,"

Although enrollment will be
up again this semester, Dean
Cassens feel? a solution to the

housing problem will materialize
soon. "All I can say is that if a
student wishes to move on cam-

pus second semester, he should
get his deposit in soon. It will be
better for everyone that way."

Admission Advisory Board selected
ing recruitment and working in
their hometowns to recruit academically eligible students to
During the summer break, attend Winthrop.
Edward N. Knight, director ofKnight stated that "using
Admissions, completed the
selection of 32 Winthrop College Winthrop students to help in
sophomores to assist him as recruiting on an organized or
members of the new Admissions unorganized basis is not a new
concept, but the extent to
Advisory Board.
The board's duties include which the members will hopehosting the Winthrop Day activi- fully become involved is new
ties, guiding campus tours for and somewhat innovative."
Over 150 freshman students
prospective students, guiding
. campus tours for the high who had at least a 3.0 GPR
school students competing in the after their first semester were
Winthrop Challenge, assisting the nominaiied as candidates for the
Admissions Office in mass mail- board last semester. Final selecBy TERRY G. LIVINGSTON
TJ layout editor

tions were made according to
Interest in the board and academic success during the spring
semester.
Once on the board, these
students will continue to serve as
long as they desir». New members selected from the freshman
dass will rotate on the board
each year. After four yean, the
board size will consist and remain of approximately 100
members.
The board has already begun
working on plans for the first of
four Winthrop Days scheduled
for this year. The first Winthrop
Day will be this Saturday.

IT'S MILLER TIME
LOWENBRAU

BEATY WHOLESALE, INC.

$ LANGSTONS
'
TowaCaatar Mall

»

Now Featuring The

CLASSIC LOOK FOR MEN
AND LADIES WITH WC I.P.

Blazers .... $89.90
ra«. fa $110.00

also featuring:
?.D. Cellar Shirts la 100% Cettaa

OPEN FRIDAY TIL 7 PJL,

DAIIY
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SJO tM
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New associate dean named
(PAO)—The former chairman
of the Department of Home
Economics at Applachlan State
University in Boone, N.C., Is the
new associate dean for academic
affairs of Winthrop College's
School of Consumer Science and
Allied Professions.
Josephine A. Foster, 50, was
with Applachian State for seven
years before coming to Winthrop. She now holds the rank
of professor of child and family
development and will report
directly to June Mohler.dean of
the School of Consumer Science.
She is a graduate of the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro where die earned a

bachelor's degree in home economics education in 1952, a
master's degree in home economics education and clothing
and textiles in 1955 and a doctorate in child development and
developmental psychology In
1964. She was a research fellow
and assistant professor at that
university from 1959 to 1964.
She has held a variety of
academic positions including
bead of the home economics
program at Columbia College,
chairman of the child and family development program at East
Carolina University, and professor in the Oiiid and Family
Development Department at Vir-

ginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University where she was
named an outstanding teacher in
1971.
Foster Is the author of
several books, including a textbook for junior high school

Senior completes
internship
A Winthrop Collage senior
from Orangeburg recently completed a year's internship with
the New York City Urban
Fellows progrwii.
Janice
Princetta
Glenn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Glenn of Orangeburg, was
one of 20 outstanding college
seniors and . graduate students
selected through nationwide
competition to serve as urban
fellows. She received a $5,500
stipend and worked as a special
assistant to the city personnel
director during her year in New
York.

At Winthrop she is majoring
in government and public service, but also concentrating on
personnel and industrial relations. She Is a member of the
student chapter of the American
Society for Personnel Administrators, and she's listed in Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
Concurrent with her work
assignment, Glenn participated
in weekly seminars conducted
by New York University's Graduate School for Public Administration.

Career workshops
planned here
Mrs. Luanna Dorsett, career
counselor at the Placement and
Career Planning OfSce, announced that she will hold
scheduled workshops informing
students on succesrful job hunting tactics, beginning, September
16 at 11 a.m. in Thurmond
122-D.
Students graduating in De-

More single parents
As of March, 1978, the latest date for which statistics
are available, nearly one of
every five American families with children under 18
was maintained hy a single
paient, up from one of nine
families in 1970.
Germaa car record
A record of 4.3 million
motor vehicles of all types
rolled off assembly lines in
the Federal Republic of Germany in 1873, up more than
100,000 over 1978.
More aiaminnm in car
In 1948 the average American automobile contained
12 pounds of aluminum.
Today it has 114 pounds of
the metal, which is about 30
percent lighter than steel

cember, May or August are
urged to attend these workshops, which are split into four
categories to be discussed between now and November 7.
Dorsett will explain how to establish credentials and placement, write successful resumes,
win job interviews, and will
discuss the best job hunting
tactics.
Dorsett says that the meetings are informal and designed
for question and answer sessions. Also available to the
students during the workshops
is the career library, which contsins books that stress the most
successful job listings.
Dorsett urges students to rign
up for the workshops immediately because space is limited.
Call or come by the Placement
and Career Planning office in
Thmmond 119. The number to
call is 323-2141. Questions and
suggestions are always welcome.
Each month the Placement
Office provides information
about career opportunities in
which Winthrop students show
an Interest. The career for the
month of September is Music.
If you would like to have detailed information on a particular career, contact the Placement and Career Planning
Office.

students, "Creative Living: Base
Concepts in Home Economics,"
and a recently-published book
calied "Interpersonal Skills for
Creative Living."
She has been listed in Who's
Who Among American Women

In Outstanding Educators in
America. She was namad Outstanding Home Economist In
North Carolina in 1978.
The mother of two children,
she lives at 2358 Wintercrest
Drive, Rock Hill.

CL1N1QIJE
it's the bonus of the decade!
"Gift Of The 80's"
Yours with any CMnique purchase of 6.50 or more. Get started on your
best-looking decade by coming in for your bonus of allergy-tested,
100% fragrance-free Clinique products, including long-time favorites,
great shades of makeup, plus one of Clinique s new and remarkable
hair products. All in handy travel sizes available only in bonus-form at
Clinique bonus time.
New Hair Repair: helps mend damaged, split ends, dryness.
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion: all skin benefits from this.
Pore-Minimizer Makeup: velvety matte finish in honey beige.
Soft-Pressed Eye Shadow: creamy powder in sweet-brown Chestnut.
Ripe Raisin Lipstick: It's the luscious shade of the 80 s.
consult the Clinique Computer for a fast, free skin analysis.
Programmed by a group of dermatologists, it asks eight key questions,
analyzes your skin type, determines proper Clinique products and
procedures. A sequence of three minutes in the morning; three minutes
at night results in better-looking skin.

I

t

GUNIQUE

CLINIQUE
eana^r

"Gift of the 80's" for a limited time only.
Shop Monday thru Saturday 10 AM til 9 PM
Rock Hill Mall on Cherry Rd.
Rock HHI, S.C.
Say Charge tt with Belk Charge, MasterCharge, Via or American Bxpieai
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Come And Meet

WOLFMAN JACK
LIVE AND DIRECT FROM
"THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL"
AT

I^scord Cellar
IN THE ROCK HIIL MALL

Saturday, September 20
AT
4:00 P.M.
•Bring This Ad Or A Valid Winthrop I.D.
And We'll Have A Special Surprise For You
That You're Sure To Like.
(OFFER GOOD 9/20/80 ONLY)
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McLaurin-old building with new life
got in the dorm and said, "Well,
it's not so bad,' That was
Sunday (August 21). So Monday
Suppose yok'm master 55 mamiiig when we went to
on l i e vtaams B* far s dorm orientation . . . Oh, the horror
assigmnras m Wat&sep and re- stories I got. I was scared to
ceive a l a t e &BSE i&e director walk back into the dorm. They
of homing BSafiase t&ac a reesnt said It's a slum, no carpet, no
decision h » tees asad® Co re- air conditioning, one telephone,
open
« « resi- and it's out in the hall. The
dence iafl, * * saHpcoiy roaches wear flea collars.' "
But after Brie had a chance to
assignment lo SOBS OB the
look the dorm over himself, he
waitiisiatfound
that things were not that
Tie fete s u s a tfat MeL»-jrin » a g f r f
build- bad.
ing witbont Jfir eoscSfcajaiag that
"There basnt been any comis scheduled fcr «B»aii!aon in plaints," he says.."Over half the
the spring- "34* e a t wfl be guys in this dorm want to live
$2-o, S30 dkaasits tfcm the here the rest of the year. They
dont want to leave. There's
otfcar readeaw iaffit.
Althon£E &ese at * gaod a few (that want to leave).
possMUtr Sac yam wfflte able Nobody's said anything (to me)
to move oat rf M a n n by about the air conditioning or die
the first o ! S * spno*
phones. The bathrooms here are
even better than some of the
ter, yoo to
ones in Richardson (Dorm).
there" ant2 i?ac* i
Eric says he has lived in
elsewhere. "Ssafcfi jws accept
your McLeans »mgnrwwt or Richardson Dorm before, and
remain on -tie
5sf?
compared to McLaurin, RichardAt lewt 75 asfes, padoates son is "a slum." He says he likes
and imdeiEaSBBass, answered Thomson, but the concrete walls
the qaestjoE s d ars now Bvmg remind him of a jail. "I've lived
in three dorms, and this is the
"When flK? eaOad me," best one yet."
Eric mentions that one of the
Mi-T«rin Oocts 2A Erie Hanson
says, 1 * » Jfflt smHed Bo unique qualities about McLaurin
it
that
it reminds him of the big
death. Ibex 1 «at ap here and

hospitals with the huge, white
halls and arches in the old WWII
movies. But the most unique
thing he thinks is that it's "real
low-key over here."
Before he took the RA job,
people told him that because the
building was being torn down,
"they're going to put you with
the Animal House. You're going
to have people jumping out of
the windows and throwing bottles."
"But it's real low-key," Eric
says. "The reason has to be that
the guys know that they're stuck
here."
Cedric Oglesby, a freshman
business administration major,
says, "It's not as outgoing as It Is
in Richardson. It's quiet and
friendly here. I get along well
with the other guys. If we had
air conditioners and phones, I
wouldn't mind staying over
here."
If his business administration
classes were closer to McLaurin,
Matt Kummer says he wouldn't
mind living in McLaurin, but
that "any room is better than no
room at all." He adds, "I think
everybody is pretty happy here.
It's really not so bad not having
an air conditioner if you"."8 got a
fan in your rt>om."
"It seems that there are no

McLanrin balcony. (Photo by Dennb Dickerson)

But Eric is quick to point
inner hassles among people,"
Jim Talaska, a junior business out the advantages to having
just
one phone, ex-'-ding the
administration major, says. "I
haven't heard anyone complain pLane in his room, which he
about anyone else. It's almost uses to answer RA calls.
"With the one hall phone,
like we knew each other for a
long time, and it's only been a everybody knows everybody,"
he
says. They say 'Hey, Joe.
couple of weeks.
Jim says that the first time It's your girlfriend.' It'* real
people come to visit him they nice. All the guys are real close
would say, 'Well it's not too over here."
Jim mentions that "the guys
bad.' Then after they had been
there a couple of times they run around tracking down
people
when they get a phone
thought it was pretty good.
But he hasn't heard anyone call, but nobody complains
say they would like to move abr»it it."
in.
After an incident three SunIf the dorm was co-ed,
Debbie West, a close friend of days ago, Eric has reason to
Jim's, says, "I'd be one of the believe that everyone doesn't
know that there's a dorm in
first to move in."
A few residents ir. McLaurin McLaurin. It was around 10:00
have found faults with the old at night, and Eric wanted to get
a soda.
building.
"The only drink machine at
"I don't like it," Kuvent
Ilgaz, a freshman who has that time," he says, "was betlived in the dorms for over two ween Margaret Nance and Tillweeks now, says. 'There's no man. I went over there and got a
telephone and no air condition- drink and started back. I was
er. It's too small, and the closet coming around the back way to
is too small. I hope they can security. I saw security, I guess
they were making their rounds,
move me."
Stewart Ehrhardt likes Mc- so I kind of waved and walked
Laurin but feels that "it's a on by.
"I came back to my room,
fire hazard if they lock the
doors downstairs. Not only can locked the door, and got into
bed.
Then there was a knock at
you not get in, but you cant
get out . . . . I can see them the door. I was kind of apprehensive
about opening the door
wanting to cut the traffic flow
downstairs and lock it from the because 1 was the oniy one on
outside, but they shouldn't lock this hall and it was late at night.
them so you can't exit if you And I was on the other side of
campus, so I opened the door
have to."
Having one phone to a dorm and there was a security offihas its disadvantages such as long cer.
"He said, 'Son, what are you
lines of people waiting to make a
call, or looking for another doing in this building?' I said,
'Sir,
I'm the RA here.' He said,
phone on campus.
"You have to go to Margaret 'Son, don't try to Ida me. I
know
they don't have students
Nance to get to a pay phone,".
Stan Reeves, a sophomore physi- in this building', I thought I
cal education major, says. "And was going to jail!" Eric laughs.
"A lot of the guys wxnt to
you can't go in there without a
girl . . . . You can't be running go ahead and stay here," he
around looking for a girl to go says. "I'd hate to see them tear
with you over there just to make the place down. Oh, I've fallen
in love with this dorm."
a phone call."

Thursday, September 18
LADIES LOCKUP «
with

FANTASTIC SHAKERS
Save op to $3.00!
Major label LPs! Top artists!
M*>}. au®> se&aafeas at this special purchase. Classics included!
Hmfi i f-| I*
-*•' Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!

Wuftrap College Store
( M S B STlfcJff CBiTHt)

Get yaw favorites at Big Discounts

Towncenter Mall
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AOE Players—a total student production
By RUBY McILWAIN
TJ feature writer
The Association of Ebonites
is already making plans for upcoming events. According to
Fran Smith, program chairperson for the AOE organization, different activities are being planned to get people interested In the Association of
Ebonites.
"My goal is to do something
new each year," said Smith.
"Last year it was the Mr. Ebonites Pageant, w ich I felt was a
success. The students came out
and gave us ths support we
needed to continue making new
plans."
This year Smith has introduced a new project. I*'s called
the AOE Players. Enthusiastically, Smith explains what the
AOE Players are and what, they
will do. "The AOE Players are
a group of eight designated
students who have some knowledge of drama, a little bit of
singing, and who will perform
plays concerning everyday life.
The AOE Players will be performing a variety of plays, including original plays and skits.
Any student can audition for the
AOE Players," Smith said. "The
best eight will be chosen, although two members have been
appointed because of their
drama experiences. They are

Reggie Brunson, a junior
business major, and Freddie
Knight, a sophomore communications major. Anyone Is welcome to help with and participate in the productions.
Four plays are planned for
the fall. One play to be held
each month in Tillman Auditorium or Johnson Auditorium.
Each play will correspond to a
popular event held during that
month. "For example," Smith
said, "Christmas is popular in
December and Halloween in
October, and so on. If we do a
play during December, we will
try to bring out the original
meaning of Christmas, which ii
Christ's birthday, and show the
difference between the meaning
today, which is turning commercial, the gift-giving."
Although the AOE Players
may reflect any group of actors
getting together, there is one
thing different about these players. "We are a total student
production," Smith said proudly. "The students act in the
plays, students direct the plays,
and well even perform plays
and skits written by students. So
if you aren't one of the eight
AOE Players, you can still
participate in many other parts
of the production."
Fran Smith, a senior business
major with a management option, is the director of the AOE

Fl?yers. Randolph Scott, a
senior physics major and Reggie
Brunson, a junior business
major, will assist Smith with the
AOE Players and their productions. Smith feels the more
events the Association of Ebonites have, the more the campus
as a whole will get to knov; the
organization, which has been
seeking participation and interest. The AOE Players is something new. and support is
needed, Smith says.
"Last year, we were supported, and hopefully we will be
supported this year as well,"
Smith says. "At first, students
will come out of curiosity. I
hope that they continue to
come. I'm enthusiastic, and I
have a positive feeling that it
will work."
According to Smith, all students interested in submitting
original work are welcome to
do so. Skits and dramatic presentations will be done momentarily at the end of each program.
"I would like to say that I'm
very excited about this year,"
Smitb says. I've planned an
activity for the Association of
Ebonites at least ev9ty two
weeks. I want to stress kudent
participation. We.are the third
largest organization on campus.
That must stand for something. So come out and sup-

port us. For more information,
contact me at 3664327, or
Brunson at 123 East Thomson. Well be gad to help,"
Smith concludes.
According to Jacob Teasdell,
president of the Association of

Ebonites, there wdl be a Mass
meeting in Dinkins at 7:00
p.m. September 16. "It will be
a general meeting to discuss
upcoming events," Teasdell
said,

Armed Forces Command Band performs
By CYNTHIA DENNIS
TJ feature writer
The United States Armed
Forces Command Band is recognized as one of the finest military bands in the United States.
It is currently under the direction of First Lieutenant Virginia
A. Allen. First lieutenant Allen
has been a musician since the
early age of 10. She received
formal instruction in Freush
horn at the Catholic University of America where she completed i Bachelor's Degree in

Music Education and a master ing the band as a lifetime
of Music in Performance. She career, it is a good career
assumed command of the FOR- choice."
The 45-piece Army band perSCOM band on December 28,
forms at numerous military and
1979.
civiliun affairs, march In local
"I enjoy working with the and national parades, appear on
band," Allen said. 'It's a good tour in various parts of the
experience. I alto er.joy my United States and perform for
position as bana commander." radio and television audiences.
First Lt. Allen said that she is
The Forces Command Band
the only woman who com- is the official band of the
mands a band in the army. "I United States Army, located at
haven't decided about it as a Fort McPherson, Georgia. The
career,'' she said. "I've been Forces Command Band is known
with the band three years al- as the musical ambassador of the
ready, and if I choose command- American Combat Soldier.

Fran Smith, Ebonite program chairperson, introduces AOE
Players. (TJ photo by Page Copley)

DSU HAPPENINGS
Sept. 15-21
Reefer Madness-Marijuana "The Weed from the Devil's
Garden" is hilarious 'ewing
from the other side of the generation gap. Showing September
15-21. Video Machine Mala
Floor Dinkins.
Sept. 16
ATS presents John Bayley "Boulder's Reggai Man". John
was a "smashing" success at
ATS last year. Come early foi
this one! 9:00 pjn.
Sept. 19
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT
starring "The Who". 9:00 p j n .
Tillman Aud. $ .50 WCID,
$1.00 Guest.
Sept. 19-20
ATS - Sketches. Performing a
variety of music, this Winthrop
twosome pleases any audience.
9:00 pjn.
SHORT COURSES
Exercise class - Ladies, let'»
keep in shape - every Wednesday night Sept. 17 to Oct. 22
at 7:00 pjn. In Dinldns Auditorium - No charge - Sign up
at Dinldns Information Desk.

Hie Armed Forces Command Band in concert. First lieutenant Virginia A. Allen, director. (TJ
photo by Page Copley)

Shag class - Sept. 15 to Oct.
13 - Mondays at 7:00 pjn. Dinkins Auditorium - No
charge - Sign up at Dinldns
Information Desk.

r
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Volleyball team
begins season

'We've got it all together9
One of the possible slogans for the athletic department this
year is "We've Got It All Together." Why would we use that
slogan? Because combining last year's teams and this year's new
players, Winthrop's intercollegiate sports should do an outstanding job this year.
I did not realize how good Winthrop is expected to perform on
a whole this year until I talked to Andy Solomon,-Sports information director.
The volleyball team, which begins its season tomorrow, was
ranked second in the state in the conference last year with an
overall record of 42-6. This year, the record might not be as good,
but we are playing much tougher teams. The team lost three of
last year's starting players, but recruited five new ones.
The field hockey team wDl be traditionally strong, according
to Solomon. Eleven players are returning from last year and are
looking good together as a team.
The soccer team will defending District 6 champions this
year. They were Area 5 finalist,and ranked 13th in the South by
the ISAA polls. They have sixteen returning Ietfermen, so we
should see some repetition this year.
Men's basketball did not do 8s well as they had hoped last
year, but Solomon said that was due to sophomore slumps. "The
team is heading into their third year as a team and we're real
excited about it," Solomon said. •'The boys have more experience this year. They are also stronger depth-wise."
In Women's basketball, we recruited five new players. "This
has to be the best recruiting year ever in Winthrop's history of
girls' basketball," said Solomon. "If you put these five new players together, they would make a fine team. But when you combine them with last year's players, then they should be outstanding."
Men and women's tennis teams are looking good. Both teams
also had an excellent recruiting year.
Also, Softball Coach Elaine Mozingo has turned around the
softball program. ' I t was very surprising last year. Spectators
watched players performing instead of girls playing," said
Solomon.
Coach Horace Turbeville will have two All-Americans, Bob
Steer and Tommy Nagel returning this year. Coach Turbeville
also had a good recruiting year. Last year was Wiuthrop's first
year to have a baseball team, and they ended up ninth in the
nation. They also beat Carolina 2-1, when Carolina was ranked
second In the nation.
Ac the end of this year, people definitely will not be saying
"Winthrop who?" The days of South Carolina just having two
major colleges are over. Winthrop will be able to compete with
Carolina and Clemson in some sports this year. After presenting
this evidence, I think you can see why I like the slogan, "We've
got it all together."
Gayle Young

BSU
sponsors
luncheon
The Baptist Student Union
will sponsor a Soup and Jandwich lunch every Monday at the
Baptist Student Center at 620
Oakland Ave. from 12 noon
until 1 p.m. The cost of the
lunch Is 75 cents. Following the
lunch a brief devotion period
will be held, said Dena Lucy,
DSU assistant director.
Every Thursday BSU will
sponsor a luncheon for faculty
and day students from 11:30
a.m. to 1 pan. at the Baptist
Student Center. The cost is
$1.50.

By GAYLE YOUNG
TJ sports editor
Winthrop's volleyball team
will begin its season earlier than
originally planned, with its first
game tomorrow against the Lady
Gamecocks at Coluir ia, beginning at 6:30, according to Coach
Elaine Mozingo.
"Carolina looks strong this
year. They have a lot of power
and height, but we have a good
chance to win," said Coach
Mozingo.
The team will be young this
year with only one senior,
Sharon Dixon, and one junior,
Starla McCollum. 'These girls
will be team Jeaders," said
Coach Mozingo.
"Our biggest asset this year
will be height. Six of our players are 5'10" and over. Our disadvantage wQI be inexperience.
But we have an extremely
tough schedule this year, so that
we will have experience at the
state tournament," said Coach

Basketball
tryouts
Try outs for the men's basketball team will be held Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 17 and
18 at 3:30 pjn. in Withers
Gym.

Manager
needed
There is a call for freshmen
candidates to work with the
men's basketball team as manager. This individual or individuals will work with the team
during practices and during
games. Candidates are asked to
meet Coach A1 Kyber in person
as soon as possible ir. the Athletic Department, first floor of
Crawford Health Center.

QUALITY SPEAKERS,
REASONABLE PRICE
How! For us it's easy. We are an independent
manufacturer and dealer of quality speakers.
Using only the best components and designs to
give you an axcellent speaker at a reasonable
price are Gunner trademarks.
While we do have suggested designs, each system
is custom built for you. Modifications to suit your
specific need or application are readily available.
We can also provide you with raw components
to build your own system.
Gunner is also a dealer for the Muntz Giant Screen
TV, Clarion Car Entertainment Systems, Jensen
Auto Speakers, and other famous names. Call
for an appointment today!
GUNNER SOUND
558 Cherry Rd.
327-9189
328-8482

Mozingo.
The schedule Includes a lot of
division one schools, starting off
with Carolina, Clemson, and
Georgia. The team will also be
participating in the East Carolina Tournament this year. Most
of the teams in this tournament
will be division one also.
"Our record will not be as
good as last year, (42-6), but we
will have a lot more competition. Clemson and Georgia both
have a tremendous amount of
talent," said Coach Mozingo.
Last year, the team was
second in the state tournament
to College of Charleston. All of
their losses last year came to
College of Charleston. "We will
be ready for the state this year.
We will be in condition. We are

shooting for the state playoffs.
That Is our goal," said Coach
Mozingo.
The team will be using some
new strategy this year. "I
teamed some new rotations
this summer,1' said Coach Mozingo. "We tried them at our
scrimmage last week against
Carolina and College of Charleston, and they really worked. The
other teams were really surprised. We will be running
offensive plays."
The team recruited five new
players this year. They are:
Lois Crawford (Kershaw, S.C.),
Frances Jackson (Moncks Corner), Peggy Burkhart (Altoon,
Fla.), Leigh Johnson (Mt. Pleasant), and Paige Hammond (Mt.
Dora, Fla.).

fCLUE #21
h p i i
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[BEVERAGE*

RULES: A "special" bottle of Stroh's
is hidden somewhere on campus (including the Dinkins area and the "fann").
A new clue will be given in this ad each
Monday to help you find this bottle.
The lucky finder will be able to redeem
the bottle for two full kegs of Stroh's
or Stroh Light beer, cups, party favors,
and many other prizes delivered to a
location of his or her choosing in the
immediate area. AH you have to do is
read the dues each week, Bad the
bottle, md get ready to "Stroh A
Party," all sponsored by Grant Beverages, Inc. of Rock H1IL
THIS WEEK'S CLUE:
THE SECOND CLUE
TO FIND THE STROHS
IS TO LOOK, MY FRIEND
WHERE EVERYTHING
GROWS!
And remember, next time you want a ]
; cold brew, ask for a Stroh's or Stroh J
Light!-

Grait !ivari|is, lie.
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Soccer team overcomes alumni
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
The Winthrop soccer team
started their season last Saturday at the first annual alumni
game, with the Eagles beating
the alumni team 5-1.
Coach Jim Casada, Winthrop's coach throughout its
five-yeer soccer history, was the
referee for the game.
The alumni team got the
early lead on a goal by Eddie.
Lott, but the Eagles took control of the game from then on.
The first goal for the Eagles
was scored by last year's leading
scorer, Carlos Gonzalez on an
assist by Kevin Barlow. The
other four Eagle goals were
scored by freshmen. Jack Canhoto of North Arlington, New
Jersey, scored the second goal
on assist by Tim Peay and
another by Kevin Barlow. The
third and final first half goal
was scored by Mark Ma this of
Exton, Pa. on an assist by
Hassan Regimand.
Jimbo Cautsos, a freshman
from Columbia, played goalie
in the second half.

John Imholtz tries to tackle the ball away from Alumni in last Saturday's first annual Alumni socc«r
game. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis)

WC tennis promises bright future
Ey J. D. STANLEY
TJ sports reporter
Confidence and determination are just two of the qualities
Winthrop College varsity tennis
coach, Gerald Hendrick, will be
carrying into the upcoming
season.
Hendrick, a graduate student
at Winthrop, will be trying to
better fee mark of 13-6 posted
by last year's squad.
The young coach,.who is
working on bis masters degree in
biology, formerly played tennis
on fee collegiate level for a
school in Florida and is now a
pro at a country club just outside of Charlotte.
This being Hendrick's second
year as the varsity head coach,
he already looks for the best
season in Winthrop's history.
'This year's team is different
from past teams mainly because
we have so much raw talent,"
remarked Hendrick.
Scholarships were awarded to
eirht promising young tennis
players. "This year a couple of
the young men we've got were

What similar circumstances
surrounded batting great
Ty Cobb's first and last at
bat in the majors?
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recruited heavily by many
schools, which just goes to show
that tennis at Winthrop is getting
much better," Hendrick said.
Six students are returning
lettermen, so the student instructor feels he has a fairly
veteraned team.
One individual of whom Hendrick speaks very highly of is
Junior David Livengood from
Winston-Salem. The young
scholar was a member of the
ninth-ranked junior college team
in the nation.
Hendrick feels that this year's
record, at first glance, might
not be too impressive, due mainly to the fact that the squad has
quite a few duel matches
planned with NCAA teams. All
these matches will be in preparation for the NAI tournament at
the end of April. It's at this
skirmish that Coach Hendrick
plans to turn a few l.cads and
show that Winthrop is a team to
be reckoned with.
The season officially starts
around the end of February,
and the W.C. coach plans to
have the team prepared both
mentally and physically.
The young players have
already begun vigorous practice
sessions, and before the end of
September, Hendrick plans to
cut the team down to eight.

ThereH be a chance for anyone to try out for the squad in
the early spring.
Hendrick has vowed to have
his crew in top shape by the
season opener. "Last year's team
just wasn't in good enough
shape; this was mainly my
fault," stated the coach. "It
being my first year, I just didn't
know how hard to push them."
But Hendrick's outlook on
the physical aspect of the game
has changed from a year ago.
"This past summer, I went to
the NCAA Tournament and h»d
the opportunity to discuss tennis
strategy with coaches from other
schools such as Stanford and
USC. Now I feel comfortable
with the training schedule I've
chosen."
Also in preparing the team
for their tough spring schedule
Hendrick plans to have discussions on mental psychology snd
discipline.
The student coach feels that
the mental side of tennis plays a
major role in the game. "Forty
percent of tennis is mental
discipline, a large part is stamina and the rest is raw talent,"
quoted Hendrick.
Hendrick believes that the
tennis program has a lot of room
to grow and that Winthrop has
provided some great facilities for

the team. He also feels each
year the caliber of players gets
better and better.
"Many of the players on the
squad just dont know how to"
lose. Two young men from New
Jersey in particular have this
characteristic.
Their high
school's four-year record wis
95-8," Coach Hendrick said.
Hendrick has set certain goals
for the team during the *81
season, one being that by the
end of the NAI tournament
people will be aware feat Winthrop College will be a team to

be taken sessoatfj- to Sue Bow.
The ooscfc fee Sati& Jaa£ this
year's powerful s g n d sooold
finish, at the w y l a s t , fourth
in the district.
Hendnck BD6 See sntiro Eaa!e
team looks cpdnHEasfir toward
the upcoming MOBSIK. t h e WJC.
team has moot Ofent, as fee
opinion of Snar jssong coach,
than any other jmzsjpatL&R it
may take is same .ensai ragmiwit
from the fucusrr am£ student
body to br.rig tome the NAT
tournament cangiraniftiv ~<r.
April.

BISCUIT BASKET
V

...you'll taste the &iemxm
1244 C h a r y Road

STUDENT SPECIALS
(Valid each day from 4 p j i L t o c t a i n l
(With WC IJ5J

-3PC. CHICKEN MNN31 - $2.09
with potato salad, cole iiaw. hot biseuie

-8PC. CHICKEN BOX

James Par risk's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON HALl
!1 Cherry Rd.

Pko«»: 328-6205

$4.59

with 4 hot biscuits

tOMEMADE BUTTERMILKwithBBC
UTC
wiEfc
STEAK
COUNTRY HAM
SAUSAGE
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Field hockev
reviewed
By GAYLE YOUNG
TJ sports editor
Winthrop's field hockey team
is being reviewed by the Athletic
Department, .>ut at this time,
there has beeu no decision on
the continuance of the field
hockey team, according to
Coach Nield Gordon, athletic
director.
"At the present time, there
will be no decision about the
dropping of field hockey. As far
as the Athletic Department is
concerned, well continue with
field hockey as an intercollegiate sport," said Coach Gordon.
"The future of field hockey will
be based on the players. It is
our intention to keep on having
Held hockey as long as girls
show interest in the team."
The sport is being reviewed
this year because of lack of
interest in this area. There are
only four colleges in South
Carolina that have a field hockey
team, and Furman is the only
one in the same division as
Winthrop. Converse is in division
three, and Clemson is in division
one.
"There are a number of
teams in North Carolina that
are accessible, but they are net
in our conference; therefore,
they dont want to play us but

The achoobia NmlhTlMBi m
are
Dratem,
Catawba. Wake Sores ane
Pfeiffer.
Other scbook ir Noifelass.lina that are ir linmn.wmam
Applachiui, DNC. and 3am.
"Division oae taatafr
too hard to compete sKSe?*
said Coach SlierbE.
"The biggsC pxobiez
field hockey is recruiting:' •mt.
Coach Ellerbe.
H -mar:
one public acaooi an SaHb
Carolina that has a /SefeMsear
team, (A.E. Fiota), aaKi -mt
really dont have inc iam a r
the money to lectin: vwvgt£rom New Jersey s;'skmatsZcut where field horitev ®3J«sv
ed in the high scnuais.*"
Winthrop has been •nrrcm£
their team by adtoeesahetae*
interested in spaas. "Mai aC
the girls that conn- ac-'.-xurms^caliy fill-arounC
compete. T h a t pas Bauahyaag;
up the game quick, jmtatatfgr
gives them s month to ieamriaw
to play, and tea® M &&ram.
before their first match 7'a
Coach Elierbe.
This year, '25 gfetecone i
for the team, IS^f^ehrc! -J

laU daring pre-season practice. (TJ photo by Dennis Dickeraon)
should be able to play some,"
aid Coach Ellerbe.
When asked for her opinion
about continuing the program,
she said, "I have mixed feelings.
II allows girls who have had
axperlence in sports, but cant
play est other teams, to still
compete in sports. On the other
hand, if you can't get some topraitch players so that you can

beat teams like Furman, it ram
be very frustrating. One possible
solution is that it be dropped to
a club," said Coach Ellerbe.
This year, we GO have very
dedicated players teat have
really worked hard. Eleven girls
from last year are back, so they
will have a chance to show what
they have done. They are really
coming together as a team.
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Students flock to"Rocky Horror Picture Show"
By RUBY McILWAIN AND
CYNTHIA DENNIS
TJ feature writers
Studenu turned out in
record numbers Wednesday
night at the Amphitheater for
the "Rocky Horror Picture
Show," sponsored by Din kins
Student Union.
Cheers and shouts could be
heard from an enthusiastic
crowd as far away as the lobby
of Bancroft Hall as beer snd
other "things" took their toll
on the audience.
According to Cliff Smith,

DSU special events chairman,
the reason for showing the
inovie at Winthrop was "to
bring to the average college
campus an event in which
people can do something
crazy."

at him.
•Tha": right there is enough to
end (he movie," Tom Webb,
director of DSU Center, said.
"This screen is on loan to us,
so keep the raw egp to yourself."
Tall, blonde, tan, singing
At the beginning of the Frankensteins;
trans vest ites,
movie three students, dressed lesbians; homosexuals; rock
as characters from the movie, music and weird characters were
stood in front of b e audience all a part of the "Rocky Horror
to compete for "best costume" Picture Show."
The rowdiness of the show
recognition. They were judged
according to audience response. matched the rowdiness of the
As the winner was taking his crowd. Students were throwing
final bow, someone threw an egg rolls of toilet tissue, water

This Winthrop student, identified only as "Prank-N-Fuite,"
was the winner of the "Rocky Horror Picture Show" coctume
contest. (TJ Photos by Page Copley)

Winthrop students participated In the antics that make the "Rocky Horror Picture Show" notable,
though not many people ha»e viewed it in its entirety.

Three students get stuck
in Richardson elevator
dents got to feel the situation
firsthand Wednesday evening
when the elevator they were
Most everyone has seen the riding stalled between the sixth
old ' 'stuck-ln-the-elevator'' sit ua-. and seventh floor.
tion on one comedy or another.
Three Richardson Hall *u"We thought we were on the
seventh floor," Mike Howard, a
freshman living on the eighth
floor, said. After pulling the
elevator doors apart, they
peeked through to find they
were stuck between floors.
By TIM HARTIS
TJ editor

the top of the elevator, up the
shaft and onto the eighth floor.
"The only bad thing about it
was that nobody knew what to
do," Howard said. "The electricians (fidnt come until we
had already gotten out."
Howard said a safety patn.1
officer "was toe one who
helped us the most." Other
students, including RAs, also
helped.

The biggest inconvenience
"We weren't really worried inside the elevator was the heat,
about it," the 18-year-old physi- he said. A two-by-four was
cal education major said. "But used to prop the door open to
we wanted to get out of provide fresh air. Food and
drinks
were
also
passed
there."
through the crack.
Howard said it was good to
Hie trouble began about get back into an air-conditioned
6:45, Howard said. Am Briggs room.
and Ron Boiichillon, two fifth
"I had a date at 7:30,"
floor residents, were also Howard said. "We all had tilings
aboard.
to do. We just missed them."

Mike Howard

The three yelled for about
10 minutes until a couple of
girls came along and called a
resident assistant. The three
weren't freed until about 8:30
when (hey made their way
through an emergency exit in

tal!-ed to one person who'd
seen it about fifteen times.
"It went over very well . . . .
I guess it's the kind of movie
you never get tired of, sort of
like a cult movie."
Susan Wooten, a freshman,
DSU Program Director Pam had seen the "Rocky Horror
Poston had never seen the Picture Show" eight times. "I
movie before last Wednesday like it," Wooten said. "You can
night and wasn't sure how stu- play the fool and act like yourdents would react to it.
self when you see it."
"I didnt know if people
Another student was in awe
would come to watch it," she of the movie. "No comment,"
said, "but people told me Sippie Young, a senior, said.
(after the show) that they were "I dont really get it. Dont
glad I brought it to Winthrop. I understand the plot."
balloons, and even raw eggs.
A majority of the students
had seen the picture at least four
or five times and were prepared
for each scene, yelling chants
and shouting.

The first thing he did after
escaping from the elevator was
to "drink a beer."
As far at riding the right
elevator in Richardson again,
"I aint worried about it breaking down again," he said.
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